THE GOOD STUFF
Compiled by Todd Mrowice

Be like Rickie
For the younger lads that
resemble Rickie Fowler,
or the older gents that just
want to be Rickie Fowler,
at least you can dress like
him! PUMA has a new
line of CLOUDSPUN
clothing that feels better
than anything you
currently own. This Taylor
Golf Polo is designed
for fashion-conscience
players, featuring a
colorblock pattern. The ultra-soft feel keeps you comfy and
dry well beyond your round. Available in six colorways.
$70   cobrapumagolf.com

A Wallet for the Techie Age
The hunt for the perfect wallet ends here.
The Ridge is not only sleek, it’s practical and
protective. This wallet holds up to 12 cards
and blocks RFID (wireless theft) to boot. A
money clip option is available to those that like
a more traditional look, while a cash strap is
also available and is slightly slimmer. Available
in aluminum, titanium, and carbon fiber with a
variety of finishes in each model.
$75 - $125   ridgewallet.com
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A Push Cart That’s Not Pushy
Say “goodbye” to heavy push
carts that never seem to cooperate
when opening and closing. The
Nitron from Bag Boy is the fastest
opening push cart out there. With NitroPiston Technology, this cart opens in one
easy step. When folded down its compact
design fits into any trunk for easy transport.
Top-Lok Technology keeps your bag securely
fastened on the course, while utilizing the
convenient scorecard console, extra-large
accessory bag, and handle mounted brake.
$259.95   bagboy.com

Chew This Over
Just when you think you’ve seen it all
in decorative head covers – the Tiger
head, the Pink Panther, every sport
team logo in captivity – along comes
Daphne’s Headcovers of Phoenix with
a driver cover that resembles a taco,
complete with guacamole oozing from
the sides. It’s no small-size taco, either.
This novelty fits a 460cc driver, keeping
it safe from scratches, but not from dogs
with no sense of smell. And there’s room
for your name if you so desire.
$33.99 ($7.99 extra for embroidery)
daphnesheadcovers.com

Your New Top Gun
MAVRIK drivers from Callaway are
making their mark. The new Cyclone Aero
headshape produces faster ball speeds
across a larger face that offers FS2S titanium.
This lighter face accounts for a tighter dispersion
and max forgiveness on off-center hits. Its gamechanging Jailbreak internal technology and a new
lighter carbon crown will land your drives in places
that leave you shaking your head. We can attest to
that, and have even left mouths agape.
$499.99   callawaygolf.com

Clean your Grooves Properly
We’ve all experienced a ball washer that is out of H2O.
Very frustrating. So stop spitting on your towel and grab
yourself a Grooveit. The wet club cleaner was a hit at the
PGA Merchandise Show and deserves a place in your
bag. Patented pump action sprays water or your choice of
cleaning solution onto the face. Detachable magnets keep
the brush securely fastened, and an ergonomic-designed
pistol grip is strong and durable.
$19.99   grooveitbrush.com

A Proper Cold Shoulder
Get back out there this summer with
confidence. No need to fear harmful sun
rays with SParms Shoulder Wrap
Sleeves
. They offer UPF 50+ sun protection and
are made of Italian Micro Meryl fibers
and Spandex. Comfortable, cool, and
stylish. No more pinching on your arms or
sagging at the wrist. So comfortable you’ll
forget you’re wearing them.
$34.99 - $39.99
sparmsamerica.com
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